PUBLIC NOTICE
IF YOU ONLY READ ONE
OF MY E-BLAST PER YEAR
THIS IS THE ONE

CALIFORNIA MOVES TO RESTRICT GUN PURCHASES
CITIZEN RESIDENTS GIVEN SAME RIGHTS AS ILLEGAL
ALIENS
I know it sounds like tabloid shock speech and maybe I am using a little
journalistic sensationalism but this is happening all over the state. In our store
it has happened at least a half-dozen times in the past 2 weeks. Longstanding
customers and collectors are being denied the right to purchase weapons. Here
is how this is occurring.

The image above is a sample license that is being issued by the DMV.
The arrow highlights three words "FEDERAL LIMITS APPLY". The
distinguishing language was placed there to indicate that the
recipient has not established their legal presence in the United
States. This was put into effect in 2013 under Assembly Bill 60 to
provide a way to issue drivers licenses to undocumented immigrants.
If you possess this license you are prohibited from purchasing a

firearm.

HOW DOES THIS AFFECT THE CITIZEN RESIDENT?
ENTER THE REAL ID ACT

The REAL ID act was adopted in 2005 in response to the 9/11
attacks on the United States.
Nationwide compliance is required by 10/1/2020. California instituted
compliance on January 22, 2018 and, as I outlined above, is already
having an impact upon our customers.

WHEN YOU RENEW YOUR DRIVERS LICENSE THE DMV
WILL ISSUE YOU THE ABOVE ID UNLESS YOU...
1. GO PERSONALLY TO THE DMV (DO NOT RENEW BY MAIL)
AND
2. PRESENT VALID US PASSPORT OR ORIGINAL CERTIFIED
BIRTH CERTIFICATE.

By going personally to the DMV and presenting the required
documentation you will have established your legal presence in the
US and be issued a Drivers License that does not have "Federal
Limits Apply". That license will allow you to continue to exercise your
2A rights as well as:
1. Board airplanes for Domestic flights and;
2. Access Military Bases and Federal Facilities
You cannot fly with the restricted license shown above and would be
required to present your passport beginning in October of 2020.

Remember this email when you get your renewal notice in the mail
from the DMV. Most of us never read all the fine print and I am not
sure what efforts the DMV is taking to make you aware of these new
changes. I do know that a number of bright and intelligent gun
enthusiasts have unknowingly fallen into this "gun free abyss" and it
has impacted their personal rights to gun ownership. Do not simply
write a check and "mail it in" while falling into the same trap. We all
know how inconvenient it is to go to the DMV but sometimes it is
worth the effort. Because it's no fun being and illegal alien (Genesis 1983)..Rock on!
On a brighter note...

CZ - SP-01 are back in stock!

Chambered in 9mm with an all steel frame and
accessory rail. Available in store for $725

GET AHEAD OF THE COMING
AMMO RESTRICTIONS
SAVE MORE WITH SPECIAL CASE PRICING!
BLAZER BRASS - QUALITY AMMUNITION PRODUCED BY CCI
9MM - 1000 round case - $240
40S&W - 1000 round case - $329
45ACP - 1000 round case - $369
WINCHESTER "WHITE BOX"
45ACP - 500 round case - $195
5.56 - 1000 round case - $450
FEDERAL AMERICAN EAGLE
.223 - 500 round case - $225
We have a large range of non-typical ammunition in stock for your
rare and collectible firearms. 220 Swift, 30 Luger, 32 S&W, 38-55, 4560,300 Savage, 300 Black, 6.5 Jap, 6.5Swede, 7.5 French, 7mm
Mauser and many more!

HARD TO FIND FIREARMS
FN 5.7- Semi-auto pistol in FDE finish! $1450 .
HK USP ELITE - 45ACP with 6" barrel. HK tack driver and we have
them. $975
SPRINGFIELD MC OPERATOR - Classic 1911 in OD green. $1249
TRP OPERATOR - One of the premium offerings in 1911 from
Springfield. $1695

SPRINGFIELD TARGET 9MM - Yes we still have a few of these in
stock. $995
CZ 2075 RAMI - CZ's compact 9mm pistol $595
BLACK TALON 40 S&W - Blast from the past. Collectible ammo.
$45/Box 20Rds

ASSAULT REGISTRATION DEADLINE IS 6/30/2018
The AR MagLock turns your firearm into a “fixed magazine” firearm
that cannot release the magazine unless you pull the takedown pin,
and separate the upper and lower receivers, thus “disassembling”
the firearm action. Once the receivers are minimally separated, the
AR MagLock can be engaged to release the magazine. What are you
going to do? Don't wait. Be proactive! If you have questions
please contact us.

AVAILABLE IN STORE $54.95. AR-15 AND AR-10
APPLICATIONS.
GEN 2 CONFIGURATIONS IN STOCK NOW $79.95

WE WANT YOUR USED GUNS!
NOW is the best time to bring in your gun surplus!

Jenks Carbine

Whitney 1861 Navy

Made in 1846 this rifle belonged
to Mahlon Paxson a Private in
the 75th Indiana Infantry.
Mahlon owned a museum in
Bluffton, Indiana. A number of
the guns were marked with his
name, regiment and company.
This carbine was one of those
firearms. This is a museum
quality carbine. Barrel retains
most of the original brown
laquer finish. Brass is in good
condition throughout. Stock is in
good condition. Mechanically
sound.

Manufactured by E. Whitney
under contract with 10,000
units produced under
recommendation of Capt. John
Dalgren of the U.S. Navy. AKA
the "Plymouth Rifle". Single
shot muzzleloader with 34"
three-goove barrel in .69
caliber. Large eagle motif.

Priced at $3,500

Priced at $5,900

To see more from our Civil War Collection click
here.

Wish List
Is there a new or used gun that you want to buy but cannot find? Let
us know and we will do our best to find it for you! Our friendly staff is
always here to help. Email all inquiries to info@socalgun.com.
Thinking of clearing space in the safe? Do you have firearms that you
would like to sell or trade? Bring them to our store for the best
service in the used gun business!

Please follow us on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter for specials,
shooting news, history, and advocacy!

WE BUY GUNS!
Check out inventory on our website!
http://www.socalgun.com

4891 Convoy Street, San Diego CA 92111
(858) 571-2020

